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Date book 
Monday, April 23 
AHlrmallve Action Open Forums, f0t Joyce 
Hawkins. an educational counselor. 1 :15 p.m .. 
Assenilly Room. Mcfall Center. 
lnlemational Alm Series, "Lili Marleen." 8 
p.m .• 121 West Han. 
Concert. University and Conceft bands. 8 
p_m_, Kobackef Hall. Moore Musical Aris 
Center-
Tuesday, April 24 
National l...lblllry Week Celebration, ·Ask the 
Dean: with Dennis East. assistant dean of 
libranes and learning resources. 9-1 O a.m .• Jer-
ome Library. 
PERS Retirement and Social Security Ori-
entation, 10 a.m., noon. and 3 p.m .• Asserrbly 
Room. Mcfall Center. For more inf0tmation. 
call 372-8421-
Administratlve Microcomputer 
Roundtable, ·An Academic Year-End Review." 
1 :30-2:30 p.m .. Ohio Suite. UniOn. 
Economics Colloquium Serles, "liquidity. 
Loanable Funds. and Real Activity." by Timothy 
Fuerat. economics. 3:30-4:30 p.m .. 4000 
Business Administration Building. 
WBGU-TV Program, -University Forum •• 
5:30 and 11 :30 p.m .• host Dr. Michael 
Marsden. Channel 27. 
Music From Bowling Green At The Manor 
House, •Auf dem Strom: 7:30 p.m .• Manor 
House. Wildwood Metropark. Toledo. 
Concert, Percussion Ensemble. 8 p.m .• 
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musial Arts Center. 
Opera Theatre Presentation, -opera 
Scenes: 8 p_m_, Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
Planetarium Show, "Journey To Earth: 8 
p.m .• Planetarium. Physical Sciences. 
Eagle Scout Search Meeting, 8:30 p.m .. 
Amani Room. Commons. For more information. 
call Dr. William Jackson. biology, 372-8375. 
Wednesday, April 25 
National Library Week Celebration, ·Read-
a-thon· all day. conference room. Jerome 
Library. -
National Library Week Celebration, ·Ask 
the Dean." with Rush Miller. dean of libraries 
and learning resources. 9:30-10:3C a.m .• 
Jerome Library. 
Open Forum, with President Qlscamp. noon. 
Chart Room. Mcfall Center. 
WBGU-TV Program, "Art Beat Focus: Riding 
With The Wind." 5:30 and 11 :30 p.m. This 
special edition of Ari Beat takes the viewer into 
the world of skydiving, Channel 27. 
"The Knights of the Roundtable," a 
comedy presen1ed by the German Drama 
Workshop. 7:30 p_m .• Joe E. Brown Theatre. 
Also to be performed at 7:30 p.m. April 26. 
Thursday, April 26 
Arts & Sciences Forum Lecture Series 
Luncheon, "Around The "Bloc' With John 
Eriksen," 12:30 p.m .• Town Room. Union. Call 
372-2340 to make reservations. 
National Library Week Celebration, 
"ln1ormation. Freedom of Access and Per-
estroilla. • a videotape teleconference on the 
changes occurring in the Soviet Union, 3 p.m .. 
conference room. Jerome Library. 
Women's Tennis, vs. Toledo. 3 p.m .• Keefe 
Courts. 
Faculty-Staff Retiree Tea, 3-5 p.m .• Mileti 
Alumni Center. 
Class!fied 
Employment 
Opportunities 
New Vacancies 
Posting Expiration Date: noon, Friday, April 
27. 
4-27-1 Secretary 1 
Pay Range26 
Alumni affairs 
Friday, April 27 
College of Technology Awanfs luncheon 
and Distinguished Lecture, noon. Elks Club. 
Lecture by Dr. Jeffrey T_ Lultig on "The Oualify 
Sciences - Ultimate Weapon in the Economic 
WaJ_. 
WBGU-TV Program, -Viewpoint," 5:30 p.m., 
host Judy Paschalis discusses the ifll)Ortanee 
of wildlife rehabilitation. Channel 27. 
Concert, ·Festival Series: by the King's 
Singers. 8 p.m .• Moore Musical Arts Cen1er. 
Planelarium Show, ·.Journey To Earth." 8 
p.m .• Planetarium. Physical Sciences. 
Saturday, April 2~ 
WBGU-TV Program, "Amish Cooking From 
Quilt Country." noon. host Marcia Adams 
creates dishes using pOtk. 
Women's Tennis, vs. Eastern Michigan. 2 
p.m .• Keefe Courts. 
Theatre Open Auditions, for the summer 
musical theatre production. -Carousel: 1 O 
a.m.-3 p.m .• Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Aris 
Center. 
Sunday, April 29 
WBGU-TV Program, "Viewpoint,· 9:30 am .• 
host Judy Paschalis discusses the i~ 
of wildlife rehabilitation, Channel 27. 
Theatre Open Auditions, for the summer 
musical theatre production. -carousel: 7-10:30 
p.m .• Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
Planetarium Show. •.Journey To Earth." 7:30 
p.m .• Planetarium. Physical Sciences. 
Concert, Bryan Chamber Series, 8 p.m .• 
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Monday, April 30 
Guest Performance, the String Quartet will 
perform at the Cleveland chapter of the BGSU 
Alumni Association. 8:15 p.m .• West Shore 
Unitarian Church in Rocky River. 
USSR videotape focus 
As part of National Library Week, the 
University's libraries and learning re-
sources will hold a free videotape presen-
tation discussing the changes and effects 
occurring throughout the USSR.' 
The program, from a recent teleconfer-
ence, will be at 3 p.m. Thursday (April 26) 
in the Jerome Library conference room. 
Examining these changes as they relate 
to freedom of information, mass commu-
nications and perestroika will be Dr. 
James H. Billington, a noted historian and 
librarian of Congress; Peter Gross and 
Frederisk Ryan, bath of Chico State 
University; and Lazar Fleishman, Stanford 
University. 
Dr. Timothy Pogacar, German, Russian 
and East Asian languages: Dr. Harold 
FISher, journalism. and Irina Stephanova, 
a visiting scholar from the USSR. also will 
participate. 
Donate to scholarship 
During Hispanic Awareness Week held 
earlier this month, members of the Latino 
Student Union raised more than $1,500 
for the Miguel Ornelas Scholarship Fund 
bringing its balance to approximately 
$2,730. 
To endow the scholarship, the union still_ 
needs to raise $2,240. Anyone wishing to 
contribute to the fund should make dona-
tions to the BGSU Foundation and 
indicate it is for the Dr. Miguel Ornelas 
Scholarship Fund. All contributions are tax 
deductible. 
For more information, contact Carmen 
Castro, president of the Latino StUdent 
Union, at 372-8325 or Yolanda Armola, _ 
multicultural affairs office, at 372-2642. 
Faculty I Staff positio11s 
The following faculty positions are available: 
Applied Human Ecology: Assistant professor. huma."l_~ and family studies~­
Deadline: May 1. Also, assistant professor. food and nutrmon division (anticipated). Also. assistant 
professor. interior design aJea of apparel merchanO&sing (anticipated). Deadline: April or until filled. 
For all positions, contad Deanna J. Radeloff (2-2026). 
EOAS: Associate/lull professor. Also, assistant professor (anticipated). Contad Eugene W. 
Thompson (2-7277). Deadl:ne: May 1. . -
Flrelat Ids College: lnstruclor of psychology/human services coordinator rn natural and social 
sciences department (temporaryllull-time). Deadline: April 21. Also. instructor/assist.ant professor 
of computer science/MIS. applied sciences departmen1. Also. instructor/assistant professor of 
business management tectalOlogy, applied sciences. Deadlines: April 30. Cont.act the Office of the 
Dean (433-5560). 
Geography: Assistant professor of geographyf]Oint appointmen1 with enwonmental programs. 
Contact AJvar W. Cartson (2-2925). Deadiine: May 1 or until position is filled. 
Libraries and Leaming Resources: Head librarian, CurriQJlum Resource Cen1er (te~. 
full-time). Deadfine: April 30. Also, head librarian. Music Library and Sound Recording Archives. 
Corrected deadline: May 4. Contact Dennis East (2·2856). 
13 candidates running for CSC 
Classified employees win be electing 
new representatives to Classified Staff 
Council at an election May 3. E..11'1)1oy· 
ees can vote from 7 a.m.-6 p.m. In 
Memorial Hall and must present their 
University 1.0.s to receive a ballot 
Running for seats on council are: 
For two three-year terms in academic 
affairs: Nancy While Lee, popular 
culture, a library associate who has 
been employed at the University for 17 
years; Dolores Reynolds, ecooomics, 
has~ 22 years on campus as a 
secretary; Teresa Kuhlman, institu· 
tional studies, has been employed four 
years as a secretary; and Ann Ruehl, 
Science Libraiy, has been a libraly 
technical assistant on campus for 15 
Ye:;~ three-year term in University 
relations: Robert Kreienlcamp, WBGU-
TV, an engineer at the University for 20 
years and previously has served as 
chair of csc. 
For one three-year term in auxiliary 
support services: Marilyn Gottschalk, 
University Union, where she has been 
employed nine years as a baker; and 
Meagon Shaffer, Food Operations, haS 
been on campus three years as a 
clerical specialist 
For two three-year terms in plant 
operations and maintenance: Kenneth 
Stemen, plumbing, a 10-year employee 
of the University; Mary Slewart, 
custodial services, a 12-year employee; 
Kathy Enlnger, paint shop, a 23-year 
employee and currently vice chair of 
CSC; John k;k, electric shop, a 12· 
year employee; and Jake Trevino, 
stationary engineer. a 15-year em-
ployee. 
For one three-year tenn in planning 
and budgeting: carol Unlnger. 
computer services. a computer operator 
who has been employed on campus for 
15years. 
Summer hours to begin May 7 
The University and Firelands College 
will begin observing summer hours May 7 
and continue through August 10. With the 
exception of Memorial Day and lndepend· 
ence Day weeks, the regular work hours 
will be from 7:30 am.-noon and from 
12:30-5 p.m. Monday through Thursday, 
and from 7:30-11 :30 am. Friday. 
Memorial Day falls on Monday, May 28. 
and Independence Day, July 4, falls on a 
Wednesday. To make up for the addi· 
tional hour that employees would have 
worked on those days, the hour will be 
added to the following Friday. Therefore. 
the work hours for Friday, June 1, and 
Friday, July 6, will be from 7:30 am. to 
12:30 p.m. with no lunch break. 
Some offices on the main campus will 
remain open on Friday afternoons with 
limited staffing. 
At Firelands College, switchboard/re-
ceptionist coverage will be from 8 a.m. to 
5 p.m. daily Monday through Friday. 
However, there will be no live coverage 
from 7:3Q-8 am. through the summer. 
PERS and social security reps on campus 
University employees who are members 
of the Public Employees Retirement 
System (PERS) are invited to attend a 
PERS retirement and social security 
orientation TuesdayiApril 24). 
A representative from PERS will present 
a slide orientation to explain the retire-
ment system followed by a question and 
answer session. The social security office 
Tryouts set for musical 
The Bowling Green summer Musical 
Theatre will hold open auditions on April 
28 and 29 for its forthcoming production of 
Rodgers and Hammerstein's -Carousel.· 
Roles are available for bath singing and 
nonsinging adors, dancers, ciralS 
jugglers and downs and students and 
area residents 6 years of age and older 
are encouraged to try-out for the show. 
Auditions will be held from 10 a.m.-3 
p.m. Sarurday (April 28) and from 7-10:30 
p.m. Sunday (Apnl 29) in Kobacker Hall of 
the Moore Musical Arts Center on the 
Bowling Green State University campus. 
Callbacks will be held from 6-10 p.m. 
Monday (April 30) in Bryan Recital Hall of 
the Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Singers are asked to bring a song and 
an accompanist to the auditions. How· 
ever, an accompanist will be available for 
those unable to bring their own. 
Dancers are asked to wear appropriate 
clothing and nonsinging actors should 
bring a monologue or li(les from the show. 
The Bowling Green production of 
"Carouser will be presented July 13; 14, 
16 and 17 and Sept 6, 7 and 8 in 
Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
For more infonnation about the audi· 
tions, call Gene Dybdahl at 372-21,81. 
STRS rates increase 
As part of its plan for funcfing improved 
benefits, the State Teachers Retirement 
System (STAS) has voted to increase the 
participant contribution rate to 9.25 
percent of earned compensation. The 
current rate is 8. n percent. 
The change will be effective July 1. 
As an example, a person earning 
$35,000 would contribute $3,069.50 in 
1989-90 versus $3,237.50 in 1990-91. 
The Office of Planning and Budgeting has 
notified contracting officers of this change 
and is using this means to notify faculty 
who may be in the process of making 
financial plans. 
also will have a representative present to 
explain items of interest that impact PERS 
retirement plans. and will respond to 
questions. 
The presentation will be offered at three 
different times, 10 am., noon and 3 p.m., 
in the Assembly Room of McFall Center. 
A PERS representative 0also will be 
available for personal interviews with 
employees who wish to review their 
retirement records or have special 
questions about the retirement system 
benefits. Interviews that have been sched-
uled on Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday (April 24, 25 and 26) and will be 
held in the personnel conference room of 
the College Park Office Building. 
Test hours extended 
for scanning services 
Computer services will extend its hours 
for test scanning services. The services 
will be available from 8 am. to noon on 
Saturday, May 5. Participants should 
bring their National Computer System 
answer ·sheets to 312 Administration 
Building. 
Employees join staff 
Three new employees recently have 
joined the administrative staff. They are: 
Anthony Short, director of television 
learning services. WBGU-lV; Ann 
Bernhard, part-time corrdinator, Project 
SPRING, EDSE; and Peggy Newlove 
Russell, part-lime coordinator of field 
experience, College of Education and 
Allied Professions. 
Return evaluations 
All supervisors of classified staff are re-
minded that the annual performance 
evaluations for their staff are due to 
personnel services by Friday, May 4. 
Pool to be closed· 
Cooper-Pool at the Student Reaeation 
Center wm be closed for painting and 
maintenance from May 6 through June 5. 
For sale 
Environmental health and safety has for 
sale an Epson FX-286 printer. nine pin, 
- 136 column, with tractor feed and 
operating manual for $200. For more 
infonnation, call the office at 372-2171. 
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Cheney and Slide to receive 
honorary degrees at graduation 
Two honorary degrees and nearly 
2,000 diplomas will be presented during 
commencement ceremonies Saturday 
(May 5). 
Commence· 
ment speaker 
Or. Lynne 
V.Cheney, chair 
of the National 
Er.dowment for 
the Humanities, 
and scholar 
Anthony Slide, a 
noted film 
historian. will be 
conferred 
honorary de-
grees during the 
Lynne V. Cheney 
10 a.m. ceremonies at Doyt L Perry 
Field. President Olscamp will preside 
over the University's 207th graduation. 
Cheney will be presented an honorary 
doctor of hum'iflities degree. Chair of the 
NEH. since May 
1986 and re-
cently confirmed 
by the U.S. 
Senate to a 
second four-year 
term, Cheney 
formerly was a 
college professor 
and senior editor 
and writer for 
Washingtonian 
magazine. 
Wldelypub-
lished, she has 
Anthony Slide 
written two novels and co-authored a 
third. With her husband, Secretary of 
Defense Richard B. Cheney, she wrote a 
history of the House of Representatives. 
Since becoming head of the NEH, 
Cheney has directed a number of efforts 
to advance education, scholarship and 
public understanding of history, r11era· 
ture, foreign languages and other hu-
manities <flSciplines. Her 1989 report, 
·so Hours: A Core Curriculum for Col-
lege Students," urged the strengthening 
of general education requirements to 
reverse an apparent decline in students' 
basic knowledge of history and thought 
The report suggested a hypothetical 
core curriculum that includes study of 
Western classics and major works from 
other civilizations. 
Slide will be presented an honorary 
doctor of letters degree in recognition of 
his efforts to preserve materials about 
early cinema. his many publications 
relating to film, radio, television and 
theatre, and his generosity in creating the 
Anthony Slide CoUection at Bowling 
Green. 
A native of England, Slide co-founded 
and was first editor of the newsletter of 
the Cinema Theatre Association. He also 
organized Britain's firSlsilent film festival 
and co-founded The Silent Picture, the 
only serious quarterly devoted to the art 
and history of the silent film, which he 
edited until its demise in 197 4. The 
resident film historian of the Academy of 
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences from 
1975-80, he has worked as an independ· 
ent writer, researcher and scholar for the 
past 10 years and has become co-owner 
of the Producers Library Service, the 
second largest independent stock footage 
library in the United States. 
Slide has written and edited 40 books 
relating to film, radio, television and 
theatre. A member of the national 
advisory committee of the Gish Film 
Theater, he has given a collection of his 
research notes as well as original motion 
picture production materials to the 
Popular Culture Library. 
During commencement exercises, the 
University expects to award 13 doctoral 
degrees, 136 master's degrees, 2 
specialist degrees and 46 associate 
degrees. The remaining students will 
receive bachelor's degrees. 
Ten seniors are expected to graduate 
summa cum laude for maintaining grade 
point averages between 3.9 and 4.0 on a 
4.0 scale. The 158 honors candldates 
also include S7 students who have 
maintained averages between 3.76 and 
3.9 for magna cum laude recognition and 
91 seniors who have averages between 
3.5 and 3.75 and qualify to graduate cum 
laude. 
Graduation ceremonies will be held at 
the stadium regardless of weather 
con<fltions. Should inclement weather 
prevail, those attending the ceremonies 
are urged to dress accordingly. 
More than 100 years of maritima histOf}' was acquired recently by the Institute for 
Great Lakes Research, thanks to a gift from the lntemaliona/ Shipmasters' Associa-
tion. captain G. V.:tor Chamberlain of Sanduslcy (center). past Grand Lodge 
president and current an:hivist for the organization, and captain John LeGesse of 
Toledo (right), secretuy-treasurer. formally signed over the associatinn:S collection 
of constitutions. bylaws, minutes of meetings. membelShip reaxds, correspon-
dence files, proceedings of past conventions and newsletters to Robert Grahan! 
(left). the institute:S arr:hMst. earlier this month. The institute, a division of /lJraries 
and learning resources, preserves materials pertaining to the Gmat La1<Bs.. 
Hometown boy Scott Hamilton performed before a full house last week at the Ice 
Arena. The World and Olympic gold medalist returned to Bowling Green in a 
performance that included Kitty and Peter Carruthers, Brian Orser and Rosatynn 
Sumners among others. Hamilton displayed his famous backflip routine and 
playfully pretended to trip into the auaience seated along the ice. 
Fire/ands recognizes Mruk as 
1990 Distinguished Teacher 
Following careers in dinical psychology 
and research, Dr. Christopher J. Mruk 
has settled comfortably into teaching at 
Firelands College because he enjoys the 
human dimen-
sion. ·1 like 
wor1dng on an 
individual level 
and helping to 
buikl futures,· he 
said. 
Mruk's enthusi-
asm in the 
classroom hasn't 
gone unnoticed. 
The psychology 
professor has Christopher Mruk 
been named 
recipient of the Firelands College 1990 
Distinguished Teacher Award. 
He received the honor at the 21st 
Recognition Banquet Apnl 20 on the 
Rrelands campus .. The award is pre-
sented annually to a faculty member who 
demonstrates commitment to and exem-
plifies excellence in teaching. Past 
recipients include Dr. Keith Roberts, 
sociology; Dr. Ronald Ruble, lheatre; 
Mary Jane Hahler, romance languages: 
and Julius Kosan. art 
"Chris is devoted to his teaching,· said 
Roberts, chair of the college faculty. "He 
is responsive to his students in the 
classroom and available to them outside 
of class for consultation.· 
He has been desa i:led by his students 
as "an important role model; "a superb 
teacfler9 and "an outstanding person .• 
Mruk joined the staff at Firelands in 
1984. He previously had been a <irectOr 
of counseling at St Francis CoDege in 
Loretto, Pa,. and had been a staff 
psychologist at Mon Valley Community 
Mental Health Center in Monessen. Pa 
He also had worked as a consulting 
psychologist at the Vocational Rehabili· 
talion Center in Pittsburgh, Pa 
After receiving his bachelor's degree 
from Michigan State University. he went 
on to obtain his master's and doctoral 
degrees in psychology from Duquesne 
University. 
He said he finds a lot of satisfaction in 
what he does because he is in a good 
environment, surrounded by outstanding 
people. 
·1 have chosen to stay here at Fire-
lands because we have a highly 
qualified staff and a wonderful blend of 
students; Mruk said. Many of the 
students who attend Firelands College 
are from the Huroo and Sandusky area 
and he said a large portion of them are 
paying their own way through college. 
"That tends to make the students highly 
motivated,· he added. 
Firelands also has a mixture of bath 
traditional and non-traditional students. 
·tt makes the teaching more interesting 
because we are dealing with <flfferent 
ages; Mruk said. •tt•s an opportunity for 
us as teachers to inspire the younger 
students and help the older ones 
rebuild.· 
Teaching non-traditional students also 
makes his job more challenging. particu-
larly in his Psychology 405 class. Many 
nurses who have had a lot of experience 
in the lieid take the course. "That's a 
class where I really have to be current 
and accurate beca• ise some of the 
students have quite a bit of background 
in this," he said. 
Mruk has developed his teaching style 
Contionued on Page 3 
Public safety director appointed 
Roger Denner11 will begin his duties as 
the campus' new director of public safety 
Tuesday (May 1), Robert Martin. vice 
president for operations. has announced. 
He is taking over the position vacated by 
William Bess. whO went to Arizona State 
University. 
For the past 26 years. Denner11 has 
been a member of the Cleveland police 
department where he has been in charge 
of special operations. strike force and the 
crisis intervention team. He also helped 
develop a street crime unit. which 
investigates crimes that occur on the 
streets of highly populated, low-income 
neighborhoods. 
He received his bachelor's degree in 
public administration from Dyke College in 
Cleveland and currently is a juris doctor-
ate candidate at Cleveland StatP College 
of Law. In addition, he has taken special-
ized courses with the State of Ohio Peace 
Officer's Training Council, the Federal 
Bureau of lnves~tion's National 
Academy and the Bureau of Narcotics 
and Dangerous Drugs. 
Dennertl frequently serves as an 
instructor himseH and has guest taught 
several training programs at the Univer-
sity. He also has lectured throughout the 
state to both public and professional 
audiences and has conducted seminars 
on defusing hostile individuals. drugs, 
crime watch, pornography and prostitu-
tion. 
In his new position he will be respon-
sible for the campus' crime prevention, 
security, emerg~mcy communications, law 
enforcement, pa00ng and traffic and 
personnel safety programs. 
Pfeiffer takes development position 
Ross D. Pfeiffer, who has held positions 
in institutional advancement at Potsdam 
College of the State University of New 
York since 1983, is the new director of de-
velopment and 
assistant vice 
president for 
University rela-
tions. 
He wiD assume 
the position on 
May 7, filling a 
vacancy created 
by the resignation 
of William Jenkins 
in January. 
In announcing Ross D. Pfeiffer 
the appointment, 
Dr. Philip A. 
Mason, vice president for University 
relations, said Pfeiffer brings to Bowling 
Green an extensive background in 
managing fund-raising activities. 
"Ross Pfeiffer has a proven record of 
success at raising private funds for a 
public institution.· Mason says. "He is 
skilled at cultivating and soliciting major 
gifts from individuals, corporations and 
foundations and he is extremely knowl-
edgeable in the areas of deferred and 
planned giving. We think he will provide 
excellent leadership in the development 
area as we seek to increase our endow-
ment and secure more private dollars for 
scholarships and our developing aca-
demic programs." 
Since August 1989 Pfeiffer has held the 
position of acting vice president for 
institutional advancement at SUNY 
Potsdam, supervising the development, 
alumni, parent relations, college relations 
and publications areas at the college. He 
has served concurrently as assistant vice 
president for institutional advancemerlt 
and director of development, a post he as-
sumed in January 1989. During the five 
previous years he was director of devel-
opment at the school. Prior to that time he 
held various positions in the Office of 
Admissions; he directed that area from 
1983-88. 
His fund-raising efforts at SUNY 
Potsdam have twice been recognized by 
professional advancement organizations. 
In 1988 he received a bronze award from 
the Council for the Advancement and 
Support of Education for improvements in 
financial support. In 1986 the SUNY ad· 
vancement professionals presented him 
the Grand Award for a mini-campaign that 
raised $454,000 to coincide with the 
centennial celebration of the Crane 
School of Music affiliated with Potsdam 
College. 
Most recently, Pfeiffer directed a 
successful $3 million campaign at 
Potsdam, the first capital campaign effort 
at any four-year SUNY institution. In his 
six years as development director, the 
college tripled its annual fund, total giving 
and endowment. 
A graduate of Bucknell University, 
Pfeiffer received hi.s master's degree in 
educational administration from St. 
Lawrence University in Canton, N.Y., and 
served four years as an officer in the U.S. 
Air Force. In 1981 he participated in a 
Rotary International group study ex-
change to Wales. Pfeiffer is active in 
several environmental and service 
organizations. 
Vetter joins residential services 
Residential services will have a new 
assistant vice president when Dr. Michael 
K Vetter takes over the duties July 1, 
following the retirement of Fayetta 
Paulsen. 
Vetter is an 
alumnus of the 
University where 
he received his 
master's degree 
in college student 
personnel, after 
obtaining his 
bachelor's degree 
in psychology at 
Ohio Wesleyan 
University.He 
earned his 
doctorate in Michael K. Vetter 
education at the 
University of Florida 
Vetter currently is the director of 
residence life and an assistant professor 
of college student personnel at Western Il-
linois University in Macomb, Illinois. He 
previously has been assistant director of 
housing for residence life at the University 
of Florida, and served as assistant dean 
of students and director of housing at 
Defiance College where he had also been 
assistant residence director. 
In his present position, Vetter has coor-
dinated the "Student Services Alcohol and 
Other Drug Program• for the campus' 
10,500 students. He also is the chapter 
adviser for the Delta Tau Delta fraternity 
and is a trainer for Selection Research, 
where he leads four-day workshops for 
student affairs staff on the selection, 
development and management of para-
professional employees. 
He is active in a number of professional 
organizations, including the American 
Association for Counseling and Develop-
ment and the American College Student 
Personnel Association, and frequently 
presents papers at conferences. 
Submit travel requests 
Facuhy planning to submit requests for 
Facuhy Research Committee (FRC) travel 
grants for summer travel support are 
encouraged to submit their apprtcation by 
Tuesday (May 1) in order to ensure 
review prior to summer vacation sched-
ules. 
FRC travel grants are available to 
faculty presenting research results at 
conferences of national or international 
professional societies. Awards are Umited 
to $250 or 75 percent of transportation 
expenses, whichever is less. 
Adcfltional information is available from 
the research services office at 372-!714. 
April finalists named 
Apnl finalists for the annual student 
affairs outstanding performance award 
are Jennifer Martin, graduate assistant at 
the Hazel Smith Off-Campus Student 
Center; Diana Muenger, classified staff, 
business manager at the Student 
Reaeation Center; and Cindy Puffer, ad-
ministrative staff, pharmacy coordinator at 
Student Health Services. 
Dr. Hassoon Al-Amiri (right). mathematics and statistics. and husband of the late 
Dr. Aida K. Tomeh, speaks to Dr. Joseph Perry, sociology, following the dedication 
of the Aida K. T omeh Ubrary in Williams HaD April 20. Tomeh was a member of the 
sociology department from 1962 until her death in 1984. She was an active pub-
lisher and the author of the book The Family and Sex Roles. 
Mallas to receive alumnus award 
The University will present the 1990 Dis-
tinguished Alumnus Award to Aris "Bob" 
Mallas, an author, business executive. 
researcher. educator, inventor and 
consuttant to state and federal govern-
ments. 
Mallas is all these, and more. And it is 
for his numerous accomplishments that 
he will be the 31st person to receive the 
award, one of the highest honors given by 
the Alumni Association. 
A 1957 graduate of Bowling Green, 
Mallas now lives in a remote area of 
Texas but spent most of his life in Austin. 
He has led a diversified career and has 
founded 26 companies in such industries 
as chemical manufacturing, marketing, 
research, publishing, engineering, land 
development. construction, banking, oil, 
mining, hotels and crystal technology. 
·1 could never hold a job long enough to 
become solidly entrenched in any one 
industry," he says. "One thing always led 
to another and I usually ended up creating 
companies from whatever I was interested 
in at the time." 
He estimates his business ventures 
have created more than 28,000 jobs and 
one of his companies was the world's 
largest manufacturer of plastic cups in the 
early 1970s. 
Mallas is a world-recognized expert in 
gems and in the 1960s he developed a 
system for marketing gems that was so 
SI iccessful that he actually controlled the 
world market in some commodities. He 
also edits two newsletters for the gem in-
dustry. 
He calls himseH a professional re-
searc:her and is so adept at gathering 
information and writing concise and easily 
understood reports that three times he 
has won the Governmental Research 
Association Award. Much of his research 
has been in social services, youth and the 
mentally disabled and handicapped. He 
has authored numerous pieces of 
legislation that eventually became public 
policy in Texas and has frequently 
advised lawmakers on handicapped· 
related subjects. 
He has authored more than 70 pub-
lished research studies arid his work is so 
acclaimed that four U.S. presidents ha\le 
sought his expertise. 
As active in business as he is, Mallas 
devotes much of his time to public service 
projects. He has served on numerous 
boards in Austin ranging from the 
symphony orchestra to Goodwill Indus· 
tries. 
He is a former trustee of the University 
of Texas at Dallas and is currently a 
trustee of the Thai-American Foundation 
which is building a new university in 
Thailand. 
Highwater to speak at Firelands 
Jamake Highwater, an American Indian 
and novelist, essayist and commentator, 
will be the commencement speaker at 
Firelands College. 
His address is entitled "Imagination as a 
Political Force.· Commencement is at 
7:30 p.m. in the college gymnasium. 
Highwater is the founder of the Native 
Land Foundation, a non-profit trust 
devoted to the celebration of world my-
thology and folklore. He has written and 
hosted several major programs for televi-
sion, including "Native Land; a documen-
tary for National Public Television. He 
also co-produced. wrote and hosted the 
PBS documentary, 1'he Primal Mind." 
In 1979 he was honored by the Blood 
Band of the Blackfoot nation of Alberta, 
Canada, for his achievements on behaH of 
the ln<fian culture. 
The author of more than 20 books, he 
has received numerous awards including 
the American Library Association's 
Newberry Honor Award. He also has 
served on the executive board of PEN, a 
national organization of writers. 
Romance language chair named 
Dr. Henry A. Garrity, a professor of 
modem languages at St Lawrence 
University in Canton, N.Y., has been 
named chair of the romance languages 
department. Dr. Andrew Kerek, dean of 
the College of Arts and Sciences. hii.s 
announced. 
He will begin his duties in July and suc-
ceeds Dr. Diane Pretzer, who is retiring. 
Garrity has taught at St Lawrence 
University since 1969. He previously 
taught at the University of North Carolina 
and Converse College. He also served as 
academic director of the Foreign Lan-
guage League, a program in Vdlard De 
Lans/Reims, France. and he was a 
Fulbright Scholar to France in 1961-62. 
Garrity received hiS bachelor's and 
master's degrees in French from Yale 
University and Middlebury CoDege (Paris) 
respectively. He obtained his doctorate in 
romance languages from the University of 
North Caroflna. 
An active writer, he is the author of Rim 
in the French Classroom and is currently 
working on a concordance of Pierre 
Corneille's plays. He also has written 
dozens of articles, reviews and papers. 
While at St Lawrence University. Garrity 
has been responsible for introducing 
several new courses into the curriculum, 
including advanced French, introduction 
to French culture, business French, 
elementary and interme<fiate Italian and 
Canadian cinema. 
From 1975-1983, he was chair of the 
modem languages and literatures 
department and has served as coordina-
tor of the programs abroad. Garrity also is 
credited with instituting the modem 
language major in which students study 
three languages; supervising the installa-
tion of a new language laboratory; 
advising various groups and being active 
in University committees. 
Faculty I Staff publications 
Lajos Vlncze, sociology. "Women. Sex. and 
Herd in Peasant PastoraliSm." in the book 
ldeen. Objecte und Lebensformen. King Saint· 
Stephen Museum. Hungary. Also. presented 
"Hundred Years of Change in a Peasant Village 
Condemned to Death" at the Central States 
AnltvopologicaJ Society's annual meeting, 
Notre Dame. Ind .• March 1989. 
Eric Jones, special education. co-authored 
the chapter "Designing Instructional Strategies 
for Teaching Mathematics: Facts, Concepts, 
and Operations," in the text Designing 
Instructional Strategies, Merrill Publishing Co .. 
1990. 
K. Vanlnadha Rao, sociology, "Marriage 
Risks, Cohabitation and Premarital Births in 
Canada," in European Journal of Population, 
· Vol. 6, No. 1, 1990; co-authored "Premarital 
Cohabitation and Marital Stability: A Reassess-
ment of the Canadian experience,· in JoumaJ of 
Marriage and Family. May 1989; co-authored 
"Predicting first marriage and first birth patterns 
in Canada: An Application of Coale-McNeil 
model," proceedings of the American Statistical 
Association, 1989; 'What is Happening to 
Cohabitation in Canada?" proceedings of the 
International Union for the Scientific Study of 
Population, Vol. 3, pages 269-286, 1989; co-
authored "Timing of Fust Birth and Second 
Birth Spacing in Canada; in Journal of 
BiosociaJ Science. July 1989; "Analysis of Fust 
Marriage Patterns in canada. ·proceedings of a 
Colloquium Family in Crisis: A Pop 1fa00n 
Crisis? by the Royal Society of Canada and the 
Canadian Federation of Demographers, pages 
287-302, 1989; co-authored "A Note on Life 
Table Measures from Survey Data.. in 
Janasamkhya, Vol. 6(2), pages 127·135. 
Denise Hartsough, RTVF, "Cine-Femir.ism 
Renegotiated: Fassbinder's Ali as lntervention-
iSt Cinema; in Wide Angle. 
II. Hell Browne, economics, and Stuart IL 
Keeley, psychology, co-authored "Critical 
Thinking: A Study's Outcome," in The Journal 
of Professional Studies, spring/summer 1989. 
pages 44-59. Also, Browne and Nancy K. 
Kubasek, legal studies. co-authored "The 
Challenge to Critical Thinking Posed by 
Gender-Related and Leaming Styles Re-
search," in To Improve the Academy· 
Resources for Student. Faculty and Institutional 
Development. 1989, pages 225-234. 
Leslie J. Chamberlin, education and allied 
professions. and Norman Chambers, special 
education. co-authored -Casting Spells: The 
Effects of Suggestion in Your Classroom.- in 
The Clearing House. Vol. 63, No. 4, December 
1989, pages 178-_180. 
Arjun K. Gupta, mathematics and statistics, 
co-authored "On testing homogeneity of 
variances for Gaussian models," in Jouma/ of 
Statistical Computation and Simulation; "As-
ymptotic expansion of the nonnull distribution of 
likelihood ratio statistic for testing multisample 
sphericity: in the proceedings of the 46th ses-
sion of International Statistical Institute; "Non-
null <flSlribution of the determinant of B-statistic 
in multivariate analysis," in the South African 
Statistical Joumal; "likelihood ratio test for 
muJtisarrPe sphericity," in Advances in Multi-
variate StaJistical Analysis; "Distribution of 
likelihood ratio aiterion and Box approxima-
tion," in Multivariate Statislral Modelling and 
Data Analysis; "Ouadratic forms in ~x 
normal vaiiates: Basic Results; in Statistica; 
and "Maximum likelihood estimates for 
Behrens-FISher problem," in Jouma/ of Japan 
Statistical Society. 
J. David Reed, economics, co-authored 
"Testing Criteria for Determining Leading 
Regions in Wage Transmission Models." in 
_ JoumaJ of Regional Science, Vol. 30, No. 1, 
1990, pages 37·50. 
Roger AncSerson. political science, "Environ-
mental, Safety and Health Issues al U.S. Nu· 
clear Weapons Production Facilities, 1946-
1988, - in Environmental Review. fall/winter 
1989. 
llert:edes Junquera, romance languages. 
"la T ematica de la Guerra Civil en Sender"." 
edited by Cuademos ALDEEU. Vol. V. No. 2; 
"Macharaviaya. 8 Pueblo Historico de los 
Galvez." edited by Historia 16. Ano XIV, No. 
160; "Becquer: T radicionalismo e HiStoria." 
edited by Des Tradudions Medievaies al Mythe 
Literaire, Paris; and published the book Gaspar 
de Villagra, Cronicas de America, edited by 
Historia 16, May 1989. 
Kenneth F. Kiple, history, "The Nutritional 
Link with Slave Infant and Child Mortality in 
Brazil," in The Hispanic Amel ican H'IStorical 
Review. November 1989 and co-authored with 
Brian Higgins, history, "Mortality Caused by 
Dehydration During !he Midck! Passage,· in 
Soda! Sdence Histoty. December 1989. 
The following faculty members had publica· 
!ions in Jouma/ of the Ohio Elementary 
Kindergarten Nursery Educators. Vol. 10, 1990: 
Richard Bwtte, educational foundations and 
inquiry. "The Influence of Names on SoaaJ Ac.· 
ceptance. Personality and Achievemenc Gary 
Johnson, educational administration and 
supervision. co-authored with his wife. Teresa 
Mantz Johnson. -Dream Acknowledgement, 
Self.concept, and the Classroom-; Jane 
Wolfle, educalional foundabons and inquiry, ·1 
0on·t Have Gifted Children in My Class: I 
Teach Preschool!"; Peter Wood, educational 
foundations and inquiry. and Daniel Tutolo, 
educational curriculum and instruction. co-
authored "Alternatives to Retention"; Conrad 
Pritscher, educalional foundations and inquiry, 
"The Question of National Board Certified 
Teachers"; and J.idlth Cassady, educational 
curriculum and instruction. co-authored 
"Teaching. Writing and Affecting Attitudes 
Toward Teaching and Leaming." 
J. DaVld Reed, economics, co-authored 
4nterregional Wage Transmission in an Urban 
Hierarchy: Tests Using Vector Autoregressive 
Models," in International Regional Science 
Review. Vol. 12. No. 3. pp. 305-318. 1989. 
Kendall Stiles, political science, "IMF Condi-
tionality: Coercion or Compromise?" in World 
Development, July. Also, authored a chapter on 
"Zaire", in Akaha'a lntemaDona/ Transpcxtation 
Handbook. Greenwood, 1990. 
PhlDp G. Terrie, English and American 
culture studies. "One Grand Unbroken Domain: 
Lessons and Ambiguities in the Origins of the 
Adirondack Park." in Hudson Valley Regional 
Review, Septeirber 1989. 
Keith Roberts, Firelands, published an 
article on rewarding meritorious teaching 
through annual faculty pay increases at 
Firelands in Footnotes. the monthly newspaper 
of the American Sociological Association. Also. 
Roberts organized a panel on "Teaching 
ExceUence and Merit Pay" in Cincinnati. 
Leslie Chamberlin, educational administra-
tion and supervision, "Casting Spells: The Ef· 
fects of Suggestion in Your Classroom." in The 
Clearing House. Vol. 63. No. 4. 
Ronald Marso and Fred Pigge, both of edu-
cational foundations and inquiry, "Teacher 
Mentor Induction Programs in Ohio: An 
Assessment by First-Year Teachers." in 
American Secondary Educatl0f1. Vol. 18. No. 2. 
1990. 
Eugene W. Thompson, educational admini-
stration and supervision. "'The Dilemma tor 
Superintendents," a chapter in Achievement 
Testing in the Early Grades: The Games 
Grown-Ups Play. National Association tor the 
Education of Young Children, 1990. 
M. Lee Goddard, business education, 
"Avoiding Teacher Burnout in Evaluating 
Business Communication Assignments." in 
Bulletin, the Association of Business Communi-
cation journal, March 1990. Also, "Preparing 
Today's Business Students to Face the Chai· 
lenge of Career Obsolescence.· in the 1990 
The Ohio Business Teacher journal. 
Bob Byler, journalism, had the following 
pubrications: -Stumptown Plays Gospel Trutti; 
Vol. 16, No. 11, October 1989, pp. 12-14; "A 
True Jazz Revival," Vol. 16, No. 11, October 
1989, pp. 14-15; and "Hot in the Land of 
Cotton,"Vol. 17, No. 1. November 1989, pp. 
18-20, all in The Mississippi Rag. Also. "Banu 
Gibson, Jamie Wight Boost Theater Revival," 
Issue #35, Noverrber 1989, pp: 43-47 and 
"Glasnost and 'The Gas'," Issue #35. Novem-
ber 1989, pp. 49-53. both in T-J Today. Also. 
"Tulane University Archive Preserves Memo-
ries of Jazz in Many Forms," in IAJRC Journal, 
Indianapolis, Vol. 22, No. 3, July 1989, pp. 11-
16. Also, "Videotaped Interviews Have Lasting 
Value," in Jazz Notes, Madison, WISCOOSin. 
newsletter of the Jazz Journalists Association. 
Also, an article on the Southern Comfort band 
of Washington. D.C., in The Mississippi Rag. 
February. 
Richard P. Numrich, economics. "Truncated 
Error Structure in the c.,...;::lation of Generalized 
Urban Density Func!ions." in JoumaJ of Urban 
Economics, 1990, pp. 225-267. 
Michael Pearson and Glenn Stoops, both of 
marketing, and Stan Aungst, accounting and 
MIS, co-authored "Development of a Customer 
Service Advisor from an Expert System to a 
Decision Support System to an Expert Data 
Base," in proceedings and presented at the 
1990 AMA Micnx:omper1s in Marketing Educa-
tion Conference. 
Bevars D. llabry, economics, co-authored 
"On Indexing Unemployment.. in The Mid· 
Attantic Journal of Business. Vol. 26. No. 1, Fall 
1989, pp. 1-22. 
Sung C. Bae, finance. "A Simple Analysis of 
the Contigent Claims Approach to Valuing Furn 
Commitment Underwriting Contracts." in 
Journal of Rnancial and Strategic Decisions, 
spring. 
Faculty/ Staff grants 
Roger Berulett and Margatet lshler, both of 
education. $342.192 supplement from the Ohio 
Department of Educatioo .. 1989·90 funding to 
develop pl.ans and curricula to undertake 
activities designed to maintain ~iance with 
-Standards tor Colleges or Untversities 
Preparing T eachefs: 
Karen Gould, romance languages. $500 
supplement from the Amencan Council tor 
Quebec Studies. to fund expenses required in 
editing the Quebec SrlJd;es Journal. 
Kyoo H. Kim, economics, $2.500 summer 
research grant for "Consistent Conjectural Vari· 
ations: The Equivalency Test Between Tariffs 
and Ouotas." 
II. Nell Browne, economics. $2500 summer 
research grant for "The Role of Legitimizing 
Metaphors in Economics and Law.· 
Martin Porter, musical arts. $4,200 from Arts 
Midwest. to fund the 1989·90 Festival Series. 
Charles II. Onasch, geology. $18, 136 from 
the National Science Foundation, to fund a 
project about the strain and microstructural 
deformation mechanisms from Lower Silurian 
quartz arenites al the junction between the 
central and southern Appalachians. 
lllc:hael A. Rodgers. photochemical 
seiences, $133,034 (renewal) from the National 
lnstiMe of General Medical Sciences Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services, to evalu-
ate and characterize the properties of the 
Faculty I Staff recognitions 
Arjun K. Gupta, mathematics and statistics. 
seived as a judge al lhe Seventh Annual Re-
search and Creative Activities Forum spon· 
sored by the Graduate Professional Council of 
the University of Missouri-Columbia. 
Gerald Rigby, criminal justice. chaired two 
panels on "Potpourri: Still More Things I've 
Wanted to Say (or Write) Bu1 Which Nobody 
Wanted to Hear (or Read) - A Continuation 
From the Last Six Years" and chaired a third 
panel on -Criminal Justice Education Needs of 
the 1990s- and presented a paper on this panel 
entitled "The Challenge for Criminal Justice 
Educators· at the annual meeting of the 
Academy o! Criminal Justice Sciences. Denver. 
Colo .. March 13-1 7. 
The Creative Writing Program. English. an-
nounced the following students as winners in 
both the graduate MFA and undergraduate 
BFA programs: Connie Vivrett and Stephen 
Gellman (poetry) as well as Anna Schachner 
and Marshall Klimasewiski (fiction) won the 
1990 Devine Award. a non-teaching fellowship 
awarded annually to four MFA graduate 
students for $1 ,600 each; Julie Buffaloe-
Yoder and Guy Harrison were co-recipients of 
the 1990 Irina Ratushinskaya Book Award. an 
annual stipend of $150 for book expenses for 
first-year poets at the graduate level; and 
Christine Denise Fom!f' won the 1990 Patricia 
Gangwer Award. an undergraduate. junior level 
BFA student award of $400 for book expenses. 
Andreas Poulimenos, musical arts. was 
guest soloist with the Lansing. Mich. and 
Anderson. Ind. symphonies in March. He will 
perform the Brahm's "Requiem- with the 
Mennonite Choral Society on May 5 in Berne. 
lowest electronically excited state of molecular 
oxygen in fluid media and in boologicaJ milieux 
in partleular. Singlet oxygen has been in\/Qked 
as the primary damage-causing intermediate 
during photodynamic action in biosystems and 
part of the objective is to find evidence !h3I this 
is so. 
Christopher Dunn, research seMCeS office. 
$9.027 (renewal) from the Department of 
Health and Human Services. Public Health 
Service Division of Research Resource. to fund 
for the 1 1th year individual research projects. 
purchase of centralized research equipment. 
and program upda!Jng. 
John B. Laird, physics'astronomy. $31.405 
from the National Science Foundation. to fund 
observational programs dedicated to studies of 
the galaxy's disc and outer halo. and the Large 
Magellanic Cloud to improve the precision of 
the relations between kinematics and metallic· 
ity in our galaxy to better understand its early 
dynamical and chemical evolution. 
Don Bright, business education. SS.000 
(supplement) from the Ohio Department of 
Education Division of Vocational & Career 
Education. to fund professional services for 
secondary business professionals of American 
organizations. 
Barry Piersol, technology, $2,000 from 
Clyde E. Williams & Associates, Inc .. to fund 
cooperative ~ment for College of 
Technology students, which will provide super-
vised training in work areas closely related to 
the student's academic programs. 
Ind., and he will appear in the Michigan Opera 
Association production of Verdi's "La T raviata" 
at the Masonic Auditorium in Detroit He will 
also be guest soloist with the Toledo Sym· 
phony in the Neighborhood Concert Series on 
June 1. 
The University of Toledo College of Phar-
macy has established the Cindy Puffer Extern 
Award named after Cindy Puffer, student 
health services. This award will be given 
annually lo the graduating pharmacy student 
who has exemplified extraordinary skills during 
their extemship rotation. The award was estab-
lished in honor of Puffer who is the Pharmacy 
Coordinator at the Student Health Service and 
is actively involved in the University of Toledo 
Externsh1p Program. 
Robert Thayer. musical arts. cha1rl:'O an 
accreditation team far the National Associa!ton 
cf Schools of Music tor South Dakota State 
Unrvers1ty. April 9· 10 
Tina Bunce, music. was alto soloist in the 
Easter portion cf Handers -Messiah" at St. 
Mark's United Methodist Church in Findlay. 
March 8. 
Theresa Milne, educational curriculum and 
instruction. was elected to serve a second 
three· year term on the Board ol Trustees at 
Marygrove College in Detroit. 
Ann Pope and Valrie Kantorski, both of 
creative arts. were two·time winners of the 
Graves Duo Piano Competilion sponsored by 
the Ohio Music Teachers Association in 
Columbus earlier this spring. They performed 
·variations on a Theme of Beethoven. Op 35." 
Faculty/ Staff presentations 
Bob Byler, journalism. presented "Gunther 
Schuller's Insights on Jazz History and 
Education" at the Midwest Popular Culture 
Association meeting. Eas1 Lansing. Mich .. Oct. 
8. 1989. and at the national meeting of the 
Popular Culture Association. Toronto. March 7. 
Donald Enholm, interpersonal and public 
communication. presented ·symbol Corruption 
in Nazi Germany" at the International Popular 
Culture Convention. Toronto. March 10, and 
-Synthesis: Transcending Rotten Perfection" at 
the Central States Communication Association. 
Detroit. April 6. 
Mruk from the front 
to focus on the individuals in his dasses. 
It offers him the opportunity to see them 
change and discover the subject. One of 
his favorite courses to teach is introduc-
tory psychology. "I like to wake up the 
students to psychology and really force 
them to examine the human phenomena: 
he said. "It's a different kind of class for 
students and often bothers them because 
there isn't any right or v.mng." 
Mruk also is director of the college's 
human services program, which prepares 
students for a general social services 
degree. 
In addition to his teaching at Firelands. 
Mruk continues to do clinical work at 
Firelands Hospital Mental Health Serv-
II. Nell Browne, economics. presented a 
two-day instructional development seminar 
entitled "The Creative Role of Tension m 
College Classrooms- to the College of 
Business Administration faculty at Loyola 
College. Baltimore. April 6-7. 
Arjun K. Gupta, mathematics and statistics. 
presented "The two factor mixed·hierarc:hical 
model in discriminant analysis- to the Depart· 
ment of Statistics at University of Centrnl Flor· 
ida. March 8. and -on Classtfocation by Multiple 
Observations· to the Department of Statistics at 
Unrvers1ty of Missoun-Colurnbia. MissOuri. April 
6. 
ices. He performs psychological testing 
and assessment and trains the hospital's 
mental health professionals. 
He currently is working on a book about 
self esteem, one of his areas of research. 
"I've been interested in this topic for a 
long time because it is a crucial psycho-
logical subject. but tough to research." 
Mruk said. ·1 want to synthesize the 
findings that are currently out on it and 
also to focus on self esteem in adulthood." 
He also has published frequently on 
psychology and the CMJpUter, examining 
artificial intelligence and how humans and 
computers work together. He also is editor 
of the Computers In Psychology Newslet-
ter. 
• 
Public safety director appointed 
Roger Denner11 will begin his duties as 
the campus' new director of public safety 
Tuesday (May 1), Robert Martin. vice 
president for operations. has announced. 
He is taking over the position vacated by 
William Bess. whO went to Arizona State 
University. 
For the past 26 years. Denner11 has 
been a member of the Cleveland police 
department where he has been in charge 
of special operations. strike force and the 
crisis intervention team. He also helped 
develop a street crime unit. which 
investigates crimes that occur on the 
streets of highly populated, low-income 
neighborhoods. 
He received his bachelor's degree in 
public administration from Dyke College in 
Cleveland and currently is a juris doctor-
ate candidate at Cleveland StatP College 
of Law. In addition, he has taken special-
ized courses with the State of Ohio Peace 
Officer's Training Council, the Federal 
Bureau of lnves~tion's National 
Academy and the Bureau of Narcotics 
and Dangerous Drugs. 
Dennertl frequently serves as an 
instructor himseH and has guest taught 
several training programs at the Univer-
sity. He also has lectured throughout the 
state to both public and professional 
audiences and has conducted seminars 
on defusing hostile individuals. drugs, 
crime watch, pornography and prostitu-
tion. 
In his new position he will be respon-
sible for the campus' crime prevention, 
security, emerg~mcy communications, law 
enforcement, pa00ng and traffic and 
personnel safety programs. 
Pfeiffer takes development position 
Ross D. Pfeiffer, who has held positions 
in institutional advancement at Potsdam 
College of the State University of New 
York since 1983, is the new director of de-
velopment and 
assistant vice 
president for 
University rela-
tions. 
He wiD assume 
the position on 
May 7, filling a 
vacancy created 
by the resignation 
of William Jenkins 
in January. 
In announcing Ross D. Pfeiffer 
the appointment, 
Dr. Philip A. 
Mason, vice president for University 
relations, said Pfeiffer brings to Bowling 
Green an extensive background in 
managing fund-raising activities. 
"Ross Pfeiffer has a proven record of 
success at raising private funds for a 
public institution.· Mason says. "He is 
skilled at cultivating and soliciting major 
gifts from individuals, corporations and 
foundations and he is extremely knowl-
edgeable in the areas of deferred and 
planned giving. We think he will provide 
excellent leadership in the development 
area as we seek to increase our endow-
ment and secure more private dollars for 
scholarships and our developing aca-
demic programs." 
Since August 1989 Pfeiffer has held the 
position of acting vice president for 
institutional advancement at SUNY 
Potsdam, supervising the development, 
alumni, parent relations, college relations 
and publications areas at the college. He 
has served concurrently as assistant vice 
president for institutional advancemerlt 
and director of development, a post he as-
sumed in January 1989. During the five 
previous years he was director of devel-
opment at the school. Prior to that time he 
held various positions in the Office of 
Admissions; he directed that area from 
1983-88. 
His fund-raising efforts at SUNY 
Potsdam have twice been recognized by 
professional advancement organizations. 
In 1988 he received a bronze award from 
the Council for the Advancement and 
Support of Education for improvements in 
financial support. In 1986 the SUNY ad· 
vancement professionals presented him 
the Grand Award for a mini-campaign that 
raised $454,000 to coincide with the 
centennial celebration of the Crane 
School of Music affiliated with Potsdam 
College. 
Most recently, Pfeiffer directed a 
successful $3 million campaign at 
Potsdam, the first capital campaign effort 
at any four-year SUNY institution. In his 
six years as development director, the 
college tripled its annual fund, total giving 
and endowment. 
A graduate of Bucknell University, 
Pfeiffer received hi.s master's degree in 
educational administration from St. 
Lawrence University in Canton, N.Y., and 
served four years as an officer in the U.S. 
Air Force. In 1981 he participated in a 
Rotary International group study ex-
change to Wales. Pfeiffer is active in 
several environmental and service 
organizations. 
Vetter joins residential services 
Residential services will have a new 
assistant vice president when Dr. Michael 
K Vetter takes over the duties July 1, 
following the retirement of Fayetta 
Paulsen. 
Vetter is an 
alumnus of the 
University where 
he received his 
master's degree 
in college student 
personnel, after 
obtaining his 
bachelor's degree 
in psychology at 
Ohio Wesleyan 
University.He 
earned his 
doctorate in Michael K. Vetter 
education at the 
University of Florida 
Vetter currently is the director of 
residence life and an assistant professor 
of college student personnel at Western Il-
linois University in Macomb, Illinois. He 
previously has been assistant director of 
housing for residence life at the University 
of Florida, and served as assistant dean 
of students and director of housing at 
Defiance College where he had also been 
assistant residence director. 
In his present position, Vetter has coor-
dinated the "Student Services Alcohol and 
Other Drug Program• for the campus' 
10,500 students. He also is the chapter 
adviser for the Delta Tau Delta fraternity 
and is a trainer for Selection Research, 
where he leads four-day workshops for 
student affairs staff on the selection, 
development and management of para-
professional employees. 
He is active in a number of professional 
organizations, including the American 
Association for Counseling and Develop-
ment and the American College Student 
Personnel Association, and frequently 
presents papers at conferences. 
Submit travel requests 
Facuhy planning to submit requests for 
Facuhy Research Committee (FRC) travel 
grants for summer travel support are 
encouraged to submit their apprtcation by 
Tuesday (May 1) in order to ensure 
review prior to summer vacation sched-
ules. 
FRC travel grants are available to 
faculty presenting research results at 
conferences of national or international 
professional societies. Awards are Umited 
to $250 or 75 percent of transportation 
expenses, whichever is less. 
Adcfltional information is available from 
the research services office at 372-!714. 
April finalists named 
Apnl finalists for the annual student 
affairs outstanding performance award 
are Jennifer Martin, graduate assistant at 
the Hazel Smith Off-Campus Student 
Center; Diana Muenger, classified staff, 
business manager at the Student 
Reaeation Center; and Cindy Puffer, ad-
ministrative staff, pharmacy coordinator at 
Student Health Services. 
Dr. Hassoon Al-Amiri (right). mathematics and statistics. and husband of the late 
Dr. Aida K. Tomeh, speaks to Dr. Joseph Perry, sociology, following the dedication 
of the Aida K. T omeh Ubrary in Williams HaD April 20. Tomeh was a member of the 
sociology department from 1962 until her death in 1984. She was an active pub-
lisher and the author of the book The Family and Sex Roles. 
Mallas to receive alumnus award 
The University will present the 1990 Dis-
tinguished Alumnus Award to Aris "Bob" 
Mallas, an author, business executive. 
researcher. educator, inventor and 
consuttant to state and federal govern-
ments. 
Mallas is all these, and more. And it is 
for his numerous accomplishments that 
he will be the 31st person to receive the 
award, one of the highest honors given by 
the Alumni Association. 
A 1957 graduate of Bowling Green, 
Mallas now lives in a remote area of 
Texas but spent most of his life in Austin. 
He has led a diversified career and has 
founded 26 companies in such industries 
as chemical manufacturing, marketing, 
research, publishing, engineering, land 
development. construction, banking, oil, 
mining, hotels and crystal technology. 
·1 could never hold a job long enough to 
become solidly entrenched in any one 
industry," he says. "One thing always led 
to another and I usually ended up creating 
companies from whatever I was interested 
in at the time." 
He estimates his business ventures 
have created more than 28,000 jobs and 
one of his companies was the world's 
largest manufacturer of plastic cups in the 
early 1970s. 
Mallas is a world-recognized expert in 
gems and in the 1960s he developed a 
system for marketing gems that was so 
SI iccessful that he actually controlled the 
world market in some commodities. He 
also edits two newsletters for the gem in-
dustry. 
He calls himseH a professional re-
searc:her and is so adept at gathering 
information and writing concise and easily 
understood reports that three times he 
has won the Governmental Research 
Association Award. Much of his research 
has been in social services, youth and the 
mentally disabled and handicapped. He 
has authored numerous pieces of 
legislation that eventually became public 
policy in Texas and has frequently 
advised lawmakers on handicapped· 
related subjects. 
He has authored more than 70 pub-
lished research studies arid his work is so 
acclaimed that four U.S. presidents ha\le 
sought his expertise. 
As active in business as he is, Mallas 
devotes much of his time to public service 
projects. He has served on numerous 
boards in Austin ranging from the 
symphony orchestra to Goodwill Indus· 
tries. 
He is a former trustee of the University 
of Texas at Dallas and is currently a 
trustee of the Thai-American Foundation 
which is building a new university in 
Thailand. 
Highwater to speak at Firelands 
Jamake Highwater, an American Indian 
and novelist, essayist and commentator, 
will be the commencement speaker at 
Firelands College. 
His address is entitled "Imagination as a 
Political Force.· Commencement is at 
7:30 p.m. in the college gymnasium. 
Highwater is the founder of the Native 
Land Foundation, a non-profit trust 
devoted to the celebration of world my-
thology and folklore. He has written and 
hosted several major programs for televi-
sion, including "Native Land; a documen-
tary for National Public Television. He 
also co-produced. wrote and hosted the 
PBS documentary, 1'he Primal Mind." 
In 1979 he was honored by the Blood 
Band of the Blackfoot nation of Alberta, 
Canada, for his achievements on behaH of 
the ln<fian culture. 
The author of more than 20 books, he 
has received numerous awards including 
the American Library Association's 
Newberry Honor Award. He also has 
served on the executive board of PEN, a 
national organization of writers. 
Romance language chair named 
Dr. Henry A. Garrity, a professor of 
modem languages at St Lawrence 
University in Canton, N.Y., has been 
named chair of the romance languages 
department. Dr. Andrew Kerek, dean of 
the College of Arts and Sciences. hii.s 
announced. 
He will begin his duties in July and suc-
ceeds Dr. Diane Pretzer, who is retiring. 
Garrity has taught at St Lawrence 
University since 1969. He previously 
taught at the University of North Carolina 
and Converse College. He also served as 
academic director of the Foreign Lan-
guage League, a program in Vdlard De 
Lans/Reims, France. and he was a 
Fulbright Scholar to France in 1961-62. 
Garrity received hiS bachelor's and 
master's degrees in French from Yale 
University and Middlebury CoDege (Paris) 
respectively. He obtained his doctorate in 
romance languages from the University of 
North Caroflna. 
An active writer, he is the author of Rim 
in the French Classroom and is currently 
working on a concordance of Pierre 
Corneille's plays. He also has written 
dozens of articles, reviews and papers. 
While at St Lawrence University. Garrity 
has been responsible for introducing 
several new courses into the curriculum, 
including advanced French, introduction 
to French culture, business French, 
elementary and interme<fiate Italian and 
Canadian cinema. 
From 1975-1983, he was chair of the 
modem languages and literatures 
department and has served as coordina-
tor of the programs abroad. Garrity also is 
credited with instituting the modem 
language major in which students study 
three languages; supervising the installa-
tion of a new language laboratory; 
advising various groups and being active 
in University committees. 
Faculty I Staff publications 
Lajos Vlncze, sociology. "Women. Sex. and 
Herd in Peasant PastoraliSm." in the book 
ldeen. Objecte und Lebensformen. King Saint· 
Stephen Museum. Hungary. Also. presented 
"Hundred Years of Change in a Peasant Village 
Condemned to Death" at the Central States 
AnltvopologicaJ Society's annual meeting, 
Notre Dame. Ind .• March 1989. 
Eric Jones, special education. co-authored 
the chapter "Designing Instructional Strategies 
for Teaching Mathematics: Facts, Concepts, 
and Operations," in the text Designing 
Instructional Strategies, Merrill Publishing Co .. 
1990. 
K. Vanlnadha Rao, sociology, "Marriage 
Risks, Cohabitation and Premarital Births in 
Canada," in European Journal of Population, 
· Vol. 6, No. 1, 1990; co-authored "Premarital 
Cohabitation and Marital Stability: A Reassess-
ment of the Canadian experience,· in JoumaJ of 
Marriage and Family. May 1989; co-authored 
"Predicting first marriage and first birth patterns 
in Canada: An Application of Coale-McNeil 
model," proceedings of the American Statistical 
Association, 1989; 'What is Happening to 
Cohabitation in Canada?" proceedings of the 
International Union for the Scientific Study of 
Population, Vol. 3, pages 269-286, 1989; co-
authored "Timing of Fust Birth and Second 
Birth Spacing in Canada; in Journal of 
BiosociaJ Science. July 1989; "Analysis of Fust 
Marriage Patterns in canada. ·proceedings of a 
Colloquium Family in Crisis: A Pop 1fa00n 
Crisis? by the Royal Society of Canada and the 
Canadian Federation of Demographers, pages 
287-302, 1989; co-authored "A Note on Life 
Table Measures from Survey Data.. in 
Janasamkhya, Vol. 6(2), pages 127·135. 
Denise Hartsough, RTVF, "Cine-Femir.ism 
Renegotiated: Fassbinder's Ali as lntervention-
iSt Cinema; in Wide Angle. 
II. Hell Browne, economics, and Stuart IL 
Keeley, psychology, co-authored "Critical 
Thinking: A Study's Outcome," in The Journal 
of Professional Studies, spring/summer 1989. 
pages 44-59. Also, Browne and Nancy K. 
Kubasek, legal studies. co-authored "The 
Challenge to Critical Thinking Posed by 
Gender-Related and Leaming Styles Re-
search," in To Improve the Academy· 
Resources for Student. Faculty and Institutional 
Development. 1989, pages 225-234. 
Leslie J. Chamberlin, education and allied 
professions. and Norman Chambers, special 
education. co-authored -Casting Spells: The 
Effects of Suggestion in Your Classroom.- in 
The Clearing House. Vol. 63, No. 4, December 
1989, pages 178-_180. 
Arjun K. Gupta, mathematics and statistics, 
co-authored "On testing homogeneity of 
variances for Gaussian models," in Jouma/ of 
Statistical Computation and Simulation; "As-
ymptotic expansion of the nonnull distribution of 
likelihood ratio statistic for testing multisample 
sphericity: in the proceedings of the 46th ses-
sion of International Statistical Institute; "Non-
null <flSlribution of the determinant of B-statistic 
in multivariate analysis," in the South African 
Statistical Joumal; "likelihood ratio test for 
muJtisarrPe sphericity," in Advances in Multi-
variate StaJistical Analysis; "Distribution of 
likelihood ratio aiterion and Box approxima-
tion," in Multivariate Statislral Modelling and 
Data Analysis; "Ouadratic forms in ~x 
normal vaiiates: Basic Results; in Statistica; 
and "Maximum likelihood estimates for 
Behrens-FISher problem," in Jouma/ of Japan 
Statistical Society. 
J. David Reed, economics, co-authored 
"Testing Criteria for Determining Leading 
Regions in Wage Transmission Models." in 
_ JoumaJ of Regional Science, Vol. 30, No. 1, 
1990, pages 37·50. 
Roger AncSerson. political science, "Environ-
mental, Safety and Health Issues al U.S. Nu· 
clear Weapons Production Facilities, 1946-
1988, - in Environmental Review. fall/winter 
1989. 
llert:edes Junquera, romance languages. 
"la T ematica de la Guerra Civil en Sender"." 
edited by Cuademos ALDEEU. Vol. V. No. 2; 
"Macharaviaya. 8 Pueblo Historico de los 
Galvez." edited by Historia 16. Ano XIV, No. 
160; "Becquer: T radicionalismo e HiStoria." 
edited by Des Tradudions Medievaies al Mythe 
Literaire, Paris; and published the book Gaspar 
de Villagra, Cronicas de America, edited by 
Historia 16, May 1989. 
Kenneth F. Kiple, history, "The Nutritional 
Link with Slave Infant and Child Mortality in 
Brazil," in The Hispanic Amel ican H'IStorical 
Review. November 1989 and co-authored with 
Brian Higgins, history, "Mortality Caused by 
Dehydration During !he Midck! Passage,· in 
Soda! Sdence Histoty. December 1989. 
The following faculty members had publica· 
!ions in Jouma/ of the Ohio Elementary 
Kindergarten Nursery Educators. Vol. 10, 1990: 
Richard Bwtte, educational foundations and 
inquiry. "The Influence of Names on SoaaJ Ac.· 
ceptance. Personality and Achievemenc Gary 
Johnson, educational administration and 
supervision. co-authored with his wife. Teresa 
Mantz Johnson. -Dream Acknowledgement, 
Self.concept, and the Classroom-; Jane 
Wolfle, educalional foundabons and inquiry, ·1 
0on·t Have Gifted Children in My Class: I 
Teach Preschool!"; Peter Wood, educational 
foundations and inquiry. and Daniel Tutolo, 
educational curriculum and instruction. co-
authored "Alternatives to Retention"; Conrad 
Pritscher, educalional foundations and inquiry, 
"The Question of National Board Certified 
Teachers"; and J.idlth Cassady, educational 
curriculum and instruction. co-authored 
"Teaching. Writing and Affecting Attitudes 
Toward Teaching and Leaming." 
J. DaVld Reed, economics, co-authored 
4nterregional Wage Transmission in an Urban 
Hierarchy: Tests Using Vector Autoregressive 
Models," in International Regional Science 
Review. Vol. 12. No. 3. pp. 305-318. 1989. 
Kendall Stiles, political science, "IMF Condi-
tionality: Coercion or Compromise?" in World 
Development, July. Also, authored a chapter on 
"Zaire", in Akaha'a lntemaDona/ Transpcxtation 
Handbook. Greenwood, 1990. 
PhlDp G. Terrie, English and American 
culture studies. "One Grand Unbroken Domain: 
Lessons and Ambiguities in the Origins of the 
Adirondack Park." in Hudson Valley Regional 
Review, Septeirber 1989. 
Keith Roberts, Firelands, published an 
article on rewarding meritorious teaching 
through annual faculty pay increases at 
Firelands in Footnotes. the monthly newspaper 
of the American Sociological Association. Also. 
Roberts organized a panel on "Teaching 
ExceUence and Merit Pay" in Cincinnati. 
Leslie Chamberlin, educational administra-
tion and supervision, "Casting Spells: The Ef· 
fects of Suggestion in Your Classroom." in The 
Clearing House. Vol. 63. No. 4. 
Ronald Marso and Fred Pigge, both of edu-
cational foundations and inquiry, "Teacher 
Mentor Induction Programs in Ohio: An 
Assessment by First-Year Teachers." in 
American Secondary Educatl0f1. Vol. 18. No. 2. 
1990. 
Eugene W. Thompson, educational admini-
stration and supervision. "'The Dilemma tor 
Superintendents," a chapter in Achievement 
Testing in the Early Grades: The Games 
Grown-Ups Play. National Association tor the 
Education of Young Children, 1990. 
M. Lee Goddard, business education, 
"Avoiding Teacher Burnout in Evaluating 
Business Communication Assignments." in 
Bulletin, the Association of Business Communi-
cation journal, March 1990. Also, "Preparing 
Today's Business Students to Face the Chai· 
lenge of Career Obsolescence.· in the 1990 
The Ohio Business Teacher journal. 
Bob Byler, journalism, had the following 
pubrications: -Stumptown Plays Gospel Trutti; 
Vol. 16, No. 11, October 1989, pp. 12-14; "A 
True Jazz Revival," Vol. 16, No. 11, October 
1989, pp. 14-15; and "Hot in the Land of 
Cotton,"Vol. 17, No. 1. November 1989, pp. 
18-20, all in The Mississippi Rag. Also. "Banu 
Gibson, Jamie Wight Boost Theater Revival," 
Issue #35, Noverrber 1989, pp: 43-47 and 
"Glasnost and 'The Gas'," Issue #35. Novem-
ber 1989, pp. 49-53. both in T-J Today. Also. 
"Tulane University Archive Preserves Memo-
ries of Jazz in Many Forms," in IAJRC Journal, 
Indianapolis, Vol. 22, No. 3, July 1989, pp. 11-
16. Also, "Videotaped Interviews Have Lasting 
Value," in Jazz Notes, Madison, WISCOOSin. 
newsletter of the Jazz Journalists Association. 
Also, an article on the Southern Comfort band 
of Washington. D.C., in The Mississippi Rag. 
February. 
Richard P. Numrich, economics. "Truncated 
Error Structure in the c.,...;::lation of Generalized 
Urban Density Func!ions." in JoumaJ of Urban 
Economics, 1990, pp. 225-267. 
Michael Pearson and Glenn Stoops, both of 
marketing, and Stan Aungst, accounting and 
MIS, co-authored "Development of a Customer 
Service Advisor from an Expert System to a 
Decision Support System to an Expert Data 
Base," in proceedings and presented at the 
1990 AMA Micnx:omper1s in Marketing Educa-
tion Conference. 
Bevars D. llabry, economics, co-authored 
"On Indexing Unemployment.. in The Mid· 
Attantic Journal of Business. Vol. 26. No. 1, Fall 
1989, pp. 1-22. 
Sung C. Bae, finance. "A Simple Analysis of 
the Contigent Claims Approach to Valuing Furn 
Commitment Underwriting Contracts." in 
Journal of Rnancial and Strategic Decisions, 
spring. 
Faculty/ Staff grants 
Roger Berulett and Margatet lshler, both of 
education. $342.192 supplement from the Ohio 
Department of Educatioo .. 1989·90 funding to 
develop pl.ans and curricula to undertake 
activities designed to maintain ~iance with 
-Standards tor Colleges or Untversities 
Preparing T eachefs: 
Karen Gould, romance languages. $500 
supplement from the Amencan Council tor 
Quebec Studies. to fund expenses required in 
editing the Quebec SrlJd;es Journal. 
Kyoo H. Kim, economics, $2.500 summer 
research grant for "Consistent Conjectural Vari· 
ations: The Equivalency Test Between Tariffs 
and Ouotas." 
II. Nell Browne, economics. $2500 summer 
research grant for "The Role of Legitimizing 
Metaphors in Economics and Law.· 
Martin Porter, musical arts. $4,200 from Arts 
Midwest. to fund the 1989·90 Festival Series. 
Charles II. Onasch, geology. $18, 136 from 
the National Science Foundation, to fund a 
project about the strain and microstructural 
deformation mechanisms from Lower Silurian 
quartz arenites al the junction between the 
central and southern Appalachians. 
lllc:hael A. Rodgers. photochemical 
seiences, $133,034 (renewal) from the National 
lnstiMe of General Medical Sciences Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services, to evalu-
ate and characterize the properties of the 
Faculty I Staff recognitions 
Arjun K. Gupta, mathematics and statistics. 
seived as a judge al lhe Seventh Annual Re-
search and Creative Activities Forum spon· 
sored by the Graduate Professional Council of 
the University of Missouri-Columbia. 
Gerald Rigby, criminal justice. chaired two 
panels on "Potpourri: Still More Things I've 
Wanted to Say (or Write) Bu1 Which Nobody 
Wanted to Hear (or Read) - A Continuation 
From the Last Six Years" and chaired a third 
panel on -Criminal Justice Education Needs of 
the 1990s- and presented a paper on this panel 
entitled "The Challenge for Criminal Justice 
Educators· at the annual meeting of the 
Academy o! Criminal Justice Sciences. Denver. 
Colo .. March 13-1 7. 
The Creative Writing Program. English. an-
nounced the following students as winners in 
both the graduate MFA and undergraduate 
BFA programs: Connie Vivrett and Stephen 
Gellman (poetry) as well as Anna Schachner 
and Marshall Klimasewiski (fiction) won the 
1990 Devine Award. a non-teaching fellowship 
awarded annually to four MFA graduate 
students for $1 ,600 each; Julie Buffaloe-
Yoder and Guy Harrison were co-recipients of 
the 1990 Irina Ratushinskaya Book Award. an 
annual stipend of $150 for book expenses for 
first-year poets at the graduate level; and 
Christine Denise Fom!f' won the 1990 Patricia 
Gangwer Award. an undergraduate. junior level 
BFA student award of $400 for book expenses. 
Andreas Poulimenos, musical arts. was 
guest soloist with the Lansing. Mich. and 
Anderson. Ind. symphonies in March. He will 
perform the Brahm's "Requiem- with the 
Mennonite Choral Society on May 5 in Berne. 
lowest electronically excited state of molecular 
oxygen in fluid media and in boologicaJ milieux 
in partleular. Singlet oxygen has been in\/Qked 
as the primary damage-causing intermediate 
during photodynamic action in biosystems and 
part of the objective is to find evidence !h3I this 
is so. 
Christopher Dunn, research seMCeS office. 
$9.027 (renewal) from the Department of 
Health and Human Services. Public Health 
Service Division of Research Resource. to fund 
for the 1 1th year individual research projects. 
purchase of centralized research equipment. 
and program upda!Jng. 
John B. Laird, physics'astronomy. $31.405 
from the National Science Foundation. to fund 
observational programs dedicated to studies of 
the galaxy's disc and outer halo. and the Large 
Magellanic Cloud to improve the precision of 
the relations between kinematics and metallic· 
ity in our galaxy to better understand its early 
dynamical and chemical evolution. 
Don Bright, business education. SS.000 
(supplement) from the Ohio Department of 
Education Division of Vocational & Career 
Education. to fund professional services for 
secondary business professionals of American 
organizations. 
Barry Piersol, technology, $2,000 from 
Clyde E. Williams & Associates, Inc .. to fund 
cooperative ~ment for College of 
Technology students, which will provide super-
vised training in work areas closely related to 
the student's academic programs. 
Ind., and he will appear in the Michigan Opera 
Association production of Verdi's "La T raviata" 
at the Masonic Auditorium in Detroit He will 
also be guest soloist with the Toledo Sym· 
phony in the Neighborhood Concert Series on 
June 1. 
The University of Toledo College of Phar-
macy has established the Cindy Puffer Extern 
Award named after Cindy Puffer, student 
health services. This award will be given 
annually lo the graduating pharmacy student 
who has exemplified extraordinary skills during 
their extemship rotation. The award was estab-
lished in honor of Puffer who is the Pharmacy 
Coordinator at the Student Health Service and 
is actively involved in the University of Toledo 
Externsh1p Program. 
Robert Thayer. musical arts. cha1rl:'O an 
accreditation team far the National Associa!ton 
cf Schools of Music tor South Dakota State 
Unrvers1ty. April 9· 10 
Tina Bunce, music. was alto soloist in the 
Easter portion cf Handers -Messiah" at St. 
Mark's United Methodist Church in Findlay. 
March 8. 
Theresa Milne, educational curriculum and 
instruction. was elected to serve a second 
three· year term on the Board ol Trustees at 
Marygrove College in Detroit. 
Ann Pope and Valrie Kantorski, both of 
creative arts. were two·time winners of the 
Graves Duo Piano Competilion sponsored by 
the Ohio Music Teachers Association in 
Columbus earlier this spring. They performed 
·variations on a Theme of Beethoven. Op 35." 
Faculty/ Staff presentations 
Bob Byler, journalism. presented "Gunther 
Schuller's Insights on Jazz History and 
Education" at the Midwest Popular Culture 
Association meeting. Eas1 Lansing. Mich .. Oct. 
8. 1989. and at the national meeting of the 
Popular Culture Association. Toronto. March 7. 
Donald Enholm, interpersonal and public 
communication. presented ·symbol Corruption 
in Nazi Germany" at the International Popular 
Culture Convention. Toronto. March 10, and 
-Synthesis: Transcending Rotten Perfection" at 
the Central States Communication Association. 
Detroit. April 6. 
Mruk from the front 
to focus on the individuals in his dasses. 
It offers him the opportunity to see them 
change and discover the subject. One of 
his favorite courses to teach is introduc-
tory psychology. "I like to wake up the 
students to psychology and really force 
them to examine the human phenomena: 
he said. "It's a different kind of class for 
students and often bothers them because 
there isn't any right or v.mng." 
Mruk also is director of the college's 
human services program, which prepares 
students for a general social services 
degree. 
In addition to his teaching at Firelands. 
Mruk continues to do clinical work at 
Firelands Hospital Mental Health Serv-
II. Nell Browne, economics. presented a 
two-day instructional development seminar 
entitled "The Creative Role of Tension m 
College Classrooms- to the College of 
Business Administration faculty at Loyola 
College. Baltimore. April 6-7. 
Arjun K. Gupta, mathematics and statistics. 
presented "The two factor mixed·hierarc:hical 
model in discriminant analysis- to the Depart· 
ment of Statistics at University of Centrnl Flor· 
ida. March 8. and -on Classtfocation by Multiple 
Observations· to the Department of Statistics at 
Unrvers1ty of Missoun-Colurnbia. MissOuri. April 
6. 
ices. He performs psychological testing 
and assessment and trains the hospital's 
mental health professionals. 
He currently is working on a book about 
self esteem, one of his areas of research. 
"I've been interested in this topic for a 
long time because it is a crucial psycho-
logical subject. but tough to research." 
Mruk said. ·1 want to synthesize the 
findings that are currently out on it and 
also to focus on self esteem in adulthood." 
He also has published frequently on 
psychology and the CMJpUter, examining 
artificial intelligence and how humans and 
computers work together. He also is editor 
of the Computers In Psychology Newslet-
ter. 
• 
Date book 
Tuesday, May 1 
Softball, vs Kent. 2 p.m .. softball field 
Faculty Senate Meeting, 2 30 p m .. 
Assembly Room. McFall Center. 
WBGU-TV Program, "'law Talk." 5:30 and 
11 :30 p.m .. host Carol Suter and guests 
discuss ways average citizens can work within 
the laws and processes in our government to 
make changes. Channel 27. 
Planetarium Show, "Journey To Earth." 8 
p.m .. Planetarium. Life Sciences. 
Wednesday, May 2 
Human Relations Commission Meeting, 
10:30 a.m.-noon, Tait Room. Union. 
People For Racial Justice Meeting, 1 p.m .. 
Taft Room. Unt0n. 
Undergraduate Council Meeting, 1 :30-3 
p.m .. Alumni Room. Ul'lion. 
Thursday, May 3 
Administrative Staff Council Meeting, 
1 :30·3 pm . Alumni Room. Union. 
Friday, May 4 
Baseball, vs Ball State. 1 p.m .. Stellet Field. 
Saturday, May 5 
Graduation Breakfast, sponsf.)(ed by the 
College of Education and Allied Professions. 8-
9:30 a.m . second floor. Education Building. 
Commencement. 1 O a m .. Doyt Perry Field. 
WBGU-TV Program, "Amish :ooking From 
QUiit Country. - noon. host Marcia Adams 
creates dishes using poultry. Channel 27. 
Baseball, vs. Ball State. 1 p.m .. Steller Field. 
Men's Track and Field, vs. Miami and 
Ashland. 2:30 p.m .. Whittaker Trade.. 
Women's Track and Field, vs. Ashland. 
2:30 p.m .. Whittaker Track. 
Summer hours start next week 
The University and Rrelands College 
will begin observing summer hours May 7 
and continue through August 10. With the 
exception of Memorial Day and Independ-
ence Day weeks. the regular work hours 
will be from 7:30 a.m.-noon and from 
12:30-5 p.m. Monday through Thursday. 
and from 7:30-11 :30 a.m. Friday. 
Memorial Day falls on Monday. May 28 
and Independence Day. July 4. falls on a 
Wednesday. To make up for the addi-
tional hour that employees would have 
worked on those days. the hour will be 
added to the following Friday. Therefore. 
the work hours for Friday, June 1, and 
Friday. July 6. will be from 7:30 a.m. to 
12:30 p.m. with no lunch break. 
Some offices on the main campus will 
remain open on Friday afternoons with 
limited staffing. -
At Firelands College. switchboard/ 
receptionist coverage will be from 8 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. daily Monday through Friday. 
However. there will be no live coverage 
from 7:30-8 a.m. through the summer. 
Be sure to vote in CSC election 
Cl~ssified employees will be electing 
new representatives to Classified Staff 
Council al an election Thursday (May 3). 
Employees can vote from 7 a.m.-6 p.m. in 
Memorial Hall and must present their 
University l.D.s to receive a ballot. 
Running for seats on council are: 
For two three-year terms in academic 
affairs: Nancy White Lee, popular culture. 
a library associate who has been em-
ployed at the University for 17 years; 
Dolores Reynolds, economics. has 
worked 22 years on campus as a 
secretary: Teresa Kuhlman, institutional 
Classified 
Employment 
Opportunities 
New Vacancies 
Posting Expiration Date: noon. Friday, May 4. 
5-4-1 Account Clerlt 
PayRange4 
Bursar's office 
Temporary. part-time 
5-4-2 · Seaebuy 2 
Pay Range27 
Radio-television· film 
studies. has been employed four years as 
a secretary; and Ann Ruehl, Science 
Library. has been a library technical assis-
tant on campus for 15 years. 
For one three-year term in University 
relations: Robert Krelenkamp, WBGU-
TV. an engineer at the University for 20 
years and previously has served as chair 
of CSC. 
For one three-year term in auxiliary 
support services: Marilyn Gottschalk, 
University Union. where she has been 
employed nine years as a baker; and 
Meagon Shaffer, Food Operations, has 
been on campus three years as a derical 
spE>cialist 
For two three-year terms in plant 
operations and maintenance: Kenneth 
Stemen, plumbing, a HJ-year employee 
of the University; Mary Stewart, custodial 
services, a 12-year employee; Kathy 
Eninger, paint shop, a 23-..year employee 
and currently vice chair of CSC; John 
Beck, electric shop, a 12-year employee; 
and Jake Trevino, stationary engineer, a 
15-year employee. 
For one three-year term in planning and 
budgeting: carol Lininger, Computer 
Services, a computer operator who has 
been employed on campus for 15 years. 
Faculty I Staff positions 
The following faculty positions are available: 
Applied Human Ecology: Assis1ant professor. human development and family studies division. 
Deadline: May 1. Also. assistant professor. food and nutrition division (anticipated). Also, assistanl 
professor. interior design area of apparel merchandising (anticipated). Deadline: April or until filled. 
For all positions. contact Deanna J. Radeloff (2-2026). 
EDAS: Associate/full professor. Also. assistant professor (anticipated). Contact :ugene W. 
Thompson (2-7277). Deadline: May 1. 
Firelands College: Instructor/assistant professor of computer science/MIS, applied sciences de-
partment. Also. instructor/assistant professor of business management technology. applied sci-
ences. Deadlines: April 30. Contact the Office of the Dean (433-5560). 
Geography: Assistant professor of geography/joint appointment with environmental programs. 
Contact Alvar w. Carlson (2-2925). Deadline: May 1 or until position is filled. 
Libraries and Leaming Resources: Head librarian. Curriculum Resource Center (temporary, 
full-time). Deadline: April 30. Also. head librarian, Music l.ibraiy and Sound Recording Archives. 
Correded deail"me: May 4. Contact Dennis East (2-2856). 
Music Education: Assistanttassociate professor. Contact chair of music ect. cation search and 
screening committee (2-2181 ). Deadline: May 3. 
Radio-TV-Alm: Assistant professor. Contact Bruce Klopfenstein (2-8690). Deadline: May 10. 
The following admil listl alive positions are available: 
Center for Archival Collections: Reference archivist Contact Ann Bowers (2-2411). Deacline: 
May30. 
Center for Governmental Research and Public Service: Project manager. Contact Annmarie 
Heldt (2-2558). Deadline: May 13. 
Intercollegiate Athletics: Head women's tennis coach. Contact chair of search commttee (2-
2401 ). Deadline: May 7. 
Office of Multicultural Affairs: Diredor of special programs. Contad Annmarie Heldt (2-2558). 
Deadline: June 9. 
Ptryslc8I Plenl: Assislant director. Contact Annmarie Heidi (2-2558). Deadine: May 25. 
5'lldlrd Heabh S.W:.S: Health educator. Contacl Annmarie Heldt (2-2558). Deadline: May 
23. 
Summer computer seminars set 
Computer services will offer a variety of 
computer seminars this summer. Inter-
ested persons should register by calling 
372-2102. Seminars indude: 
·Getting Started on the Mac(MacWrite)" 
will be from 1 :30-3:30 p.m. May 14. It 
introduces the basics of the Macintosh 
microcomputer and word processing 
using MacWrite. 
-Word Processing (Mac)" is set from 
1:30-3:30 p.m. May 16. It will cover the 
basics of creating, editing and formatting 
documents using the word processor 
included in the Microsoft Works package. 
Prior Macintosh experience or attendance 
at "Getting Started" is required. 
"DataBase (Mac)" is scheduled from 
1 :30-3:30 p.m. May 23. It will discuss the 
basics of creating, editing and managing 
databases using the Microsoft Works 
package. 
"Getting Started on the Mac (MacWrite)" 
will be from 1 :30-3:30 p.m. May 24. It will 
introduce the basics of the Macintosh 
microcomputer and word processing 
using MacWrite. 
·Spreadsheet (Mac)" is set for 1 :30-3:30 
p.m. May 30. The seminar will cover the 
basics of creating and ma,naging a 
spreadsheet using the Microsoft Works 
package. 
"Intro to Hypercard (Mac)" will be held 
from 1 :30-4:30 p.m. June 4. It will cover 
the creating, managing and modifying of a 
HyperCard stack and discuss applications 
of HyperCard. 
"Intro to HyperTalk (Mac)" will be from 
1 :30-4:30 p.m. June 6. The seminar will 
discuss programming in the Hypercard 
language and HyperTalk, how to create 
and to manipulate stacks in Hypercard. 
All seminars are held in the Technology 
Lab. 
New representatives are elected to council 
Administrative staff have elected new 
representatives to three-year terms on 
Administrative Staff Council. 
Beginning their terms in the fall from 
academic affairs are: Susan Darrow, 
honors program; Barbara Keeley, nursing; 
Mary Beth Zachary, libraries and learning 
resources; Paul Yon. Center for Archival 
Collections; and Joan Morgan, academic 
enhancement. 
In student affairs: Tom Gorman, 
Dining facilities close 
Food Operations has announced the 
spring closing dates for its various 
campus facilities. 
Snack bars that will be closing indude: 
Amani, midnight, Monday (April 30); 
Chily's. 11 :30 p.m-"-, Wednesday (May 2); 
Galley. midnight, Tuesday (May 1); 
Garden Terrace Defi, 11 p.m., Tuesday 
(May 1 ); and Zzas. 11 :30 p.m., Tuesday 
(May 1). 
The Cold Sandwich Family will close fol-
lowing lunch Wednesday (May 2) and the 
Weigh To Go Salad Bar will close at 6 
p.m. Thursday (May 3). All dining halls will 
close at 2 p.m. Friday (May 4). 
Deadline is April 30 
The deadline for the 1990 Michael R 
Ferrari Award is 5 p.m. Monday (April 30). 
The award, presented in August at the 
University's Opening Day festivities, 
honors an outstanding member of the ad-
ministrative staff. 
Nomination forms have been mailed to 
all administrative staff. However, if add'1-
tional forms are needed, they can be 
obtained at the University Union Informa-
tion Desk, the University Bookstore, the 
Faa.ilty Senate office and the administra-
tive staff personnel office in 100 College 
Park Office Building. 
Completed forms should be sent to 
Richard Peper, 913 Administration 
Building. 
Take a desktop course 
A course on desktop publishing is being 
offered this summer for persons inter-
ested in an introductory level. It will run 
from 1-5 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays 
from June 18 through July 20. 
Primary instruction will be on the 
Macintosh computer using PageMaker 
software. Additional instruction for using 
PageMaker on the IBM PC also wtll be 
available. Faculty and staff are welcome 
to take the course and should call Edward 
Schwerkolt at 372-2643 for more informa-
tion. 
Monitor 
The Monitor is publiShed weekly by 
the Office of Public Relations. The 
deadline for the May 7 issue is 5 p.m. 
Tuesday, May 1. 
Editor: Mel'ISSa Peper Firestone 
Photographer: Jeff Hall 
Contributing student writers: Laura 
Shock and Beth Watson. 
Submit aD materials for publication to 
516 Administration Buiking. 
placement services; Greg MacVarish, 
student activities and orientation; Ron 
Zwierlein, Student Recreation Center; and 
Cindy Puffer, Student Health Services. 
From the University relations area: Jan 
Ruma, alumni affairs. From the presi-
dent's area: Pat Cleveland, Greg Nye, 
Jacquie Joseph and Gary Palmisano. all 
of athletics. 
From the operations area: Ed O'Donnell, 
food operations. and John Buckenmyer, 
University Bookstore. From the planning 
and budgeting area: Charles Schultz, 
computer services, and Lori Schumacher. 
payroll. 
Elected to committees were: James 
Treeger, University Union, parking 
appeals committee; Dr. Joshua Kaplan, 
Student Health Services, insurance 
committee; James Litwin, institutional 
studies, equal opportunity compliance 
committee; Charles Schultz, computer 
services, Human Relations committee; 
and Ed O'Donnell, food operations, 
ACGFA. 
Positions are filled. 
Six new employees recently have 
joined the administrative staff. They are: 
Anthony Short, director of television 
learning services, WBGU-TV; Ann 
Bernhard, part-time coordinator, Project 
SPRING, EDSE; Peggy Newlove 
Russell, part-time coordinator of field 
experience, College of Education and 
Allied Professions; Suzanne Andrews, 
program coordinator, continuing educa-
tion; Claire cartson, proposal develop-
ment coordinator, research services; and 
Debra Freyman, administrative assistant, 
biological sciences (formerty classified). 
Return evaluations 
All supervisors of classified staff are re-
minded that the annual performance 
evaluations for their staff are due to 
personnel services by Friday, (May 4). 
Submit nominations 
Do you know a classified staff member 
who is outstan<fing in his or her service to 
the University community? Classified Staff 
Council is soliciting nominations for the 
1990 Classified Staff Outstanding Service 
Award. Nominations currently are being 
solicited and forms and award criteria in-
formation have been sent to all faculty 
and staff. 
The deadline for receiving all materials 
is 5 p.m. June 29. 
Nominations and references shou!cl be 
addressed to Outstanding Service Award, 
BGSU, P.O. Box 91. 
For more information or additional 
forms, contact Carol Kreienkamp, chair of 
the Classified Staff Outstancfing Service 
Award Committee, at 372-2452. 
For sale 
Student affairs has for sale an Apple 
Image Writer LO printer, 6ke new. For 
more information, call 372-2147. 
The Center for Academlc Options has 
for sale a Canon AP350 electronic 
typewriter for $250. H interested, call 372-
8202. 
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Survey finds 
faculty pleased 
with their jobs 
Reporting on the findings of a survey con-
ducted by the Higher Education Research 
Institute at the University of Galifomia at Los 
Angeles, James Litwin, director of institutional 
studies told Faculty Senate at its May 1 
meeting that Bowling Green faculty members 
are generally satisfied with their jobs and work-
ing conditions. 
The survey figures show that 81.7 percent of 
the full-time faculty are satisfied with their 
autonomy and independence; and that 66.5 
percent are happy with working conditions. Hatt 
the faculty (compared with 44.3 percent at 
other universities) reported they were satisfied 
with fringe benefits and salaries. 
Also. 47.6 percent (similar to the 48.4 percent 
at other universities) were satisfied with the 
relationship between administration and fac-
ulty. 
"The early findings are quite consistent with 
the norms found at other universities." Litwin 
said. 
The study, undertaken late last year and 
earlier this year, was part of a national survey 
of college and university faculty to detennine a 
wide range of attitudes. including institutional 
priorities, campus dimate. job satisfaction. 
undergraduate education and professional 
goals. 
Litwin said the survey is still being analyzed 
and a full report will be issued in the fall. 
He said 61.8 percent of the faculty responded 
to the study. a significantly higher number than 
the average 49.5 percent of faculty at other 
public universities in the study. 
The project, which is the most complete study 
of faculty attitudes ever done at Bowling 
Green, was sponsored by the Faculty Senate. 
the Office of the President and the Office of 
Vice President for Academic Affairs. A five-
member Faculty Review Panel is helping 
interpret the survey findings. 
For comparative purposes Bowling Green 
was included in a group of 38 public universi-
ties representing research and doctoral-
granting institutions. Other Ohio universities 
included in the study were Ohio State 
University. the University of Toledo and the 
University of Akron. 
Ten questions developed by Faculty Senate 
and the institutional studies office were added 
to supplement questions not fully addressed in 
the survey_ 
"While the final analysis is not complete. we 
can announce some of the statistical results of 
the questions comparing Bowling Green to the 
other public universities,· Litwin said. 
Some of the findings that Litwin reported 
included: 
-632 percent of the full-time faculty said 
their primary interest was either very heavily or 
leaning toward teaching; 36.7 percent indicated 
research was their main interest. 
-79.9 percent said BGSU's highest priority is 
perceived as increasing or maintaining 
institutional prestige. 
-75.5 percent said efforts to enhance the 
University's national image is a high priority. 
-55.3 percent of the faculty (coftll<Ued to 
52.3 percent at other universities) said increas-
ing minority faculty and administrator numbers 
was 'tlighly important· 
-57.9 percent (compared to 50.7 percent at 
other universities I saw minority student 
reauiting as an institutional priority. 
Contmued on bade 
Recipients of the student affairs' Outstanding Service Awards were named last week during 
recognition ceremonies. WinnetS are chosen from among monthly finalists during the academic 
year who exemplify a We Care" attitude toward their jobs and in helping students. Receiving 
awards this year are (from left) Tom Gorman, assistant director of placement services. 
administrative staff; Bob Arrowsmith. assistant vice president for student affairs. administrative 
staff: and V"lcl<i Blasius, employment specialist. financial aid and student employment. cJassified 
staff. Also receiving an award was Tommy Richards, a graduate assistant in placement 
services. 
Faculty tapped into Phi Kappa Phi 
Philip o·eonnor, Distinguished Research 
Professor and director of the creative writing 
program, and Dr. 
Peterann Siehl, 
education, have 
been tapped for 
membership into 
the Phi Kappa Phi 
national honor 
society. 
Also at the 
society's April 29 
ceremonies. Dr. 
JaFran Jones, 
music, and Siehl, 
each received 
Faculty Scholar Philip O'Connor 
Awards.and 
O'Connor was given the 1990 Faculty Artist 
Award. 
Fifty-two students also were initiated into the 
national honor society. 
O'Connor, who has taught at Bowling Green 
since 1967 and is co-founder of the creative 
writing program. 
was named a 
Distinguished 
Research Professor 
earlier this year in 
recognition of the 
wide acclaim he has 
received. 
His pubfcations 
include several 
volumes of poetry, 
book chapters. short 
stories, a novella, 
two collections of JaFran Jones 
short stories and 
two novels. His 1979 novel. Stealing Home. 
was nominated as Bes1 First Novel by the 
American Book Awards and was an alternate 
Book of the Month Club selection. His 1988 
novel. Defending Civilization. won the 
McNaughton Award and was nominated for the 
Pulitzer Prize in Literature. 
Siehl joined Bowling Green's faculty as a part-
time instructor in 1980 and was named an 
assistant professor in 1985. Her research inter-
ests include family 
dynamics. crisis 
counseling 
strategies and 
lowering anxiety at 
transitional stages 
in life. 
She is a licensed 
counselor and has 
been involved in 
research projects 
dealing with suicide 
prevention and 
postvention 
programs in schools Peterann Siehl 
and the study of 
suicidal indicators in the early life of those who 
have committed suicide. She has published a 
number of reports in professional journals and 
frequently presents papers at workshops and 
conferences. 
Jones has traveled around the world 
conducting resean::h on ethnic ITllJSic_ Last 
summer she taught and c:onduded resean::h in 
China as part of an educational exchange 
program between Bowling Green and the Xi'an 
Conservatory in the People's Republic of 
China Particularly interested in the music of 
Middle Eastern and Mediterranean countries, 
she had a Ful:>right-Hayes doctoral dissertation 
grant in 197 4-76 to study in Tunisia 
A faculty member in the College of Musical 
Arts since 1984. Jones directs the University's 
Lila Muni Gamelan Ensemble. In addition to 
being a meni>er of Phi Kappa Phi, she was 
tapped earlier this year for membership in 
Omicron Delta Kappa national leadefship 
society. 
Phi Kappa Phi, founded in 1897, recognizes 
and encourages students who have excelled in 
all academic disciplines. tnitiales are juniors 
who have maintained a 3.9 grade point 
average and seniors who have a 3.5 average 
on a 4.0 scale. 
